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and Exit Opportunities.Â + Discover How To Break Into Investment Banking, Hedge Funds or Private Equity, The Easy Way. Get Free
and Instant Access To The Banker Blueprint: 57 Pages Of Career Boosting Advice Already Downloaded By 115,341+ Industry Peers. I
agree to my personal data being stored and used to receive this content *. Many individual today avoid stock market investment thinking
that stock market investment is risky affair. This is because majority of them has experienced in purchasing stock at overvalued/high
price so although it is blue-chip stock it may end up giving them low return. If we draw risk and retrun diagram in two dimensional we
have four types of stocks. (1) High Risk, High Return â€“Startup company with Strong business model.Â Stocks that have a beta
greater than 1 have greater price volatility than the overall market and are more risky. Stocks with a beta of 1 fluctuate in price at the
same rate as the market. Stocks with a beta of less than 1 have less price volatility than the market and are less risky. Higher the beta
higher the risk you carry. So you've finally decided to start investing. Learn about the basic best practices for new investors that want to
pick their own stocks.Â With tens of thousands of stocks to choose from, how do you go about actually selecting an equity investment?
Going through every balance sheet and income statement out there to see which companies have a favorable net debt position and are
improving their net margins is an impossible feat. Furthermore, choosing an investment based strictly on the criteria inputs of a stock
screener is prone to error and does not produce a full representation of the company. Finally, simply coat-tailing institutional investors
will usually not help you find any ten baggers as fund managers tend to focus primar

